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    The constants of motion of n-dimensional harmonic oscillator are proved to satisfy the 
 same commutation relations as those of infinitesimal generators of an n-dimensional unitary 
 unimodular group. An extention of our considerations to the relativistic case results in the 
 isomorphism of symmetry group of our system to the special complex Lorents group, and 
 this fact will be used in the non-local theory of fields to connect internal and external quantum 
 numbers of elementary particles. 
                         I. INTRODUCTION 
   We shall show in this article that the wave equation of n-dimensional har-
monic oscillator has the so called unitary unimodular group SU (n) as its own 
symmetry transformation group. As a frist step, the Lie theory of continuous 
transformation groups will be stated, and then the isomorphism of the group 
which leaves invariant the wave equation of n-dimensional harmonic oscillator to 
the unitary unimodular group in an n-dimensional unitary space will be proved. 
Finally, an extension of our arguments to the theory of non-local fields will be 
suggested. 
        II. PRELIMINARIES FROM THE LIE THEORY OF CONTINUOUS 
           TRANSFORMATION GROUPS 
   An infinitesimal transformation of r-parameter continuous group in a certain 
n-dimensional space is given by 
     dx' =E a(x', x2,......, x")a,pa(a', a2 ......, an) i = 1, 2,......, n,(1) 
a,P=1 
where a', a2,......, ar are r independent parametrs of the Lie group, Ea' are "velocity 
field" of the transformation, and Xpa are "velocity field" of the adjoint group. 
According to Lie's second fundamental theorem, if operators of infinitesimal 
transformation defined by 
  X a = a' (x1, x2,......, x")  
xf(2) 
                 i=1 
satisfy the following commutation relations 
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 [Xe, Xp] E cepYXr(3) 
=1 
then operators Xa generate the r-parameter continuous transformation group, and 
they are called the infinitesimal operators of the group considered. The constants 
c"pr are called "structure constants" of the Lie group. 
   Let F1, F2, ......, Fr be linearly independent classical integrals of a dynamical 
system described by a Hamiltonian H (p', p2, ......, p.; qt, q2, ......, qn) with the 
generalized coordinates pi, qi. Then the infinitesimal transformation near the 
identity transformation in the phase spces defined by 
   jj~~ dpk=—L~ aqedadqk=Ea8Fk" (4) 
    e_1..1 
is an infinitesimal canonical transformation. The operators which correspond to 
XQ in Eq. (2) are 
xe _ 8Fe a _ aFe  a— (Fe, ) ,(5)          L~lapi aqi aqi ap~ 
where (Fe,) are the Poisson bracket operators. Then Eq. (3) becomes 
(Fe, (Fp, )) - (FP, )) = E c"pr (Fr, ) , (6) 
r=1 
from which 
(Fe, Fp) = E cepTFr(7) 
=1 
are obtained using the Jacobi identity. Eq. (7) is the necessary and sufficient 
condition that the infinitesimal transformation (4) generates an r-parameter 
continuous transformation group on an energy surface. 
   Now we shall transfer to quantum mechanical case. In quantum mechanical 
analogy, there exist r linearly independent operators F1, F2, ......, Fr commuting 
with the Hamiltonian H(p1, p2,...... pn ; q';.q2,......, qn), and an infinitesimal unitary 
transformation 
    dU = 1 + E F (p1, p2, .....:.,'pn • q1, q2q" da" (8) 
                             "=1 
corresponds to the infinitesimal canonical transformation .(4). In general, there 
exist the following commutation relations between the operators F1, F2, ......, Fr 
[Fe, Fp] = EI cepr Fr ,(9) 
T=1 
where the structure constants cepr are the same as those of Eq. (7). In addition, 
the generators of infinitesimal transformation Fe tranform an eigenfuction cor-
responding to an energy eigenvalue into another eigenfunction belonging to the. 
same eigenvalue, as a result of which these eigenfunctions span a representation 
space of the Lie group generated by F‘,. 
                           (382)
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            III. STRUCTURE OF INVARIANTS OF n-DIMENSIONAL 
               HARMONIC OSCILLATOR 
   Now we shall turn our attention to an n-dimensional harmonic oscillator. 
The Hamiltonian of n-dimensional harmonic oscillator is given by 
H = 2 [(pk)Z+R(gk)2](10) 
k=1 
Then the following (n2-1) constants of motion will be found : 
F(k) = gkfpk gkpk/(11a) 
        __ 1    G(k) (pk/pk+ Re( gk) ,(llb) 
Eck) = 2v-;67[(pk-1)2—(PT (gk-1)2_R(gk)2] ,(11C) 
where 1<k<k-1, k = 2, 3, ......,n, and so we have(n22n),(n22n),and (n-1) 
independent operators FN), Gkk), and Eck) respectively. These operators satisfy 
the commutations relations given by 
[F(k), F(1)] - — h  Sk1FCj/)— h 8k'1'F(1) 8k1'Fk1)-" 1 Sk'lF(k) ,... (12a) 
    2Z 2Z 
[G<k), Gil)] = — 8k1F([/, — 8k'rF i) — 8kr'Fu> — 12Sk'1Fi1/,(12b) 
    Z22 
[Eck), E(1)] = 0 ,(12c) 
[FO, Gin] _ — - Sk'l'Gk(1>— hSk1Cr(1/)—----h 8k•tGk-h  8kiGk(r) '(12d)       ai 
[Ft), E(1)] _ — SkdG<n+ 8k,1-1Gk1_1,+ Sk'!G</)— 8k',1-iGC1_1) ,(12e)     i aai 
G[ k), E(1)] _ +11-1 8k1Fk1) — h  8k,,_1F1-1)+6k ,F(P>—8k',1iF(1a(12f) 
    2Z2Z 
where It is the Plank constant divided by 27r and 6k( are Kronecker's S. Thus the 
constants of motion given by Eq. (11) construct a Lie algebra, whose structure 
constants can be shown to be the same as those of the Lie algebra composed of 
operators of infinitesimal transformation of n-dimensional unitary unimodular 
group. 
   The generators of n-dimensional unitary unimodular group are the following : 
0 —i 
       i 00 
           1 
      M(2) 
0 0 i , 
0 0 —i 
0 0 0 0 
         i 0 0 
     1 
     M(a> ........................... 
         0 0 i , 
(383)
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    OOO
    OO_ゼiO           (13a)
    oio,
  〃'ε、,e
    s o  o,
  一 〔。…鞠,
端脚 ,
    000:0
    100
  ヱv～、、離
     o ;o,
    0  0  0  1                             .    (13b)
    001'0
    010,
  ヱvξ、、竃
     oio,
  一 〔OO∴ 〕,
  L<a>一〔1∴』1〕,
    oio;0
    00-1
     0 0,
  一迂:1∴ 〕,
         (384)
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   In fact, the Lie algebra of the preceding characteristic matrices of n-dimen-
sional unitary unimodular group has the same structure constants except  It when 
the following correspondence has been made 
     k'k
Ck'       F<k>M) 
 G(k, NA;(14) 
E(k) E Lck3 
                     IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
   The generalization of our consideration in the preceding sections to relativistic 
case can be easily made. The wave equation of n-dimensional relativistic harmonic 
oscillater is invariant under an n-dimensional special complex Lorentz group with 
real invariant quadratic form. In four-dimensional case, we have four-dimensional 
special complex Lorentz group as the symmetry group, whose infinitesimal ope-
rators can be transformed into Cartan's canonical form" by taking appropriate 
linear combinations 
[H,, Ht] = 0 , i, j = 1, 2, 3, 
[Ht, Ea] = rt (a)E, , a = 1, ......, 6,(15) 
[Ea, E_,]= r'(a)H: , 
[Ea, Eft] = Na,sEa+a , a * 
This group has the Lorentz group and SU (3) as its subgroups, and this property 
will be used in a treatment of the internal structure of elementary particles from 
the stand point of the non-local field theoryz),". In other words, the theory of 
internal structure of elementary particles has been studied by many authors quite 
independently of the Lorentz group, but we shall extend later the non-local field 
theory to connect the invariant quantum numbers of internal symmectry group 
such as isospin and hypercharge, and the invariant quantum numbers of the 
Lorentz group such as mass, spin, and parity. 
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